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Demagnetization of spin systems at low temperature
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We report on analytical and numerical results for the time evolution of a~lattice! model of ferromagnetic
particles after field inversion. Relaxation from the metastable phase occurs by superposition of two indepen-
dent spin-flip processes: with probability 12p, the flip obeys the Metropolis rule at finite temperature,T,
while the flip is performed at random, as forT→`, with probabilityp. For smallp, the latter process mimics
quantum tunneling or any other sort ofimpurity that would induce both additional randomness and a nonequi-
librium steady-state condition asymptotically. Criticalavalanchesand constant magnetic viscosity at lowT
ensue as two key features of the relaxation for anypÞ0. This has some implications for experiments on
demagnetization and mesoscopic quantum coherence.@S0163-1829~97!08437-3#
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Many phenomena in nature, including some that b
technological relevance, concern a system that relaxes fro
metastable state.1–3 Therefore, investigating universal fea
tures of this process is interesting. Some important, inte
lated questions are the physical origin for the lack of a
length scale that has been observed under certain conditi4

and how scale invariance develops during time relaxation
from standard tunable critical points. The observation t
complex systems may organize themselves into aminimally
stablenonequilibrium state5 has attracted much attention; c
Refs. 6 and 7, for instance, and references therein. The
tem is then very sensitive to perturbations, and avalanche
all sizes occur that fit a power law. It seems that the state
spontaneously became critical, and remarkably correla
which reflects on ‘‘1/f noise.’’ Indeed, fluctuations with
power spectrumS(D);D2a, a.0, i.e., more correlated
than white noise, have been reported, e.g., theexcesslow-
frequency noise in electrical conductors under a bias, ac
tic emission during martensitic transformations, gravi
driven motion of sand and rice piles, traffic jams, a
migration phenomena.8–12 However, the consequences a
range of validity of this picture are not yet well enough u
derstood; cf. Ref. 13 and references therein.

Studies of such questions in magnets are scarce~see, how-
ever, Ref. 14! even though these systems are more familia
physicists and suited for experimental and theoretical an
sis than, e.g., granular media. Consider demagnetiza
which has a great practical interest.15–18 It has been inten-
sively studied looking for quantum phenomena at the me
scopic scale. That is, the electronic spins in certain magn
particles ~small ferromagnetic domains, antiferromagne
protein cages, Mn12 acetate molecules•••! tend to behave co
herently at low temperature, as locked together into an
dered state, e.g., predominantly aligned for ferromagn
materials. The resulting magnetic vector can rotate, with
~or more! low-energy directions. Therefore, quantum tunn
ling ~QT! may occur between the minima,19,20 which is ex-
pected to influence the magnetizationm(t) of an appropriate
ensemble of fine particles~while it relaxes after the field,h,
is either suppressed or inverted!. Experiments on differen
materials confirmed the prediction21,1 that m(t)'
m(t0)2n(h,T)ln(t/t0) within a wide time range, where th
560163-1829/97/56~14!/8863~4!/$10.00
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magnetic viscosityn(h,T) is observed to become indepe
dent of temperature forT,TQ , typically a few kelvins. To-
gether with other facts, this is taken as evidence thatall the
spins within the particle behave coherently, which is kno
as quantum coherence; as a matter of fact, agreement b
tween theory and experiments~cf. Refs. 20, 22, 23!, together
with some technical objections~e.g., Refs. 24–30, and refer
ences therein! have been reported.

We have studied demagnetization in a microscopic m
netic model. While our results are consistent with the be
that QT has been observed in the laboratory, they sug
that observations might be affected by microscopic deta
namely, further sources of randomness not considered
existing theory. On the other hand, our model exhibits a
lanches andD2a (a.0) noise, which suggests that time
scale invariance might characterize a wide range of magn
relaxation phenomena in nature. The model and its poss
laboratory implementations are simple enough to help tes
and developing further theory.

Consider binary spins,s i561, at lattice sitesi 51,...,N,
with the Ising energy,H($s i%)52J( i j8 s is j1h( is i , where
the first sum is over nearest-neighbor pairs~J and Boltz-
mann’s constant are set to unity hereafter!. In addition to
mean-field results forN→`, we report here~cf. Ref. 31 for
further details! on computer simulations for the square latti
of sideL and for a circle of radius 30, both with free boun
aries. One may endow this system~namedclusterhereafter!
with different interpretations, as discussed below in det
Theclusteris initially ordered, i.e.,s i511 ; i , with smallh
~typically uhu50.1! pointing in the other direction. Time evo
lution from this metastable state proceeds according to c
peting dynamics. That is, we consider flipping the spini
~selected at random! according to the Metropolis rule at in
finite or finite temperature with probabilityp or 12p, re-
spectively. In other words, the probability per unit time
flipping s i is c($s i%,i )5p1(12p)min$1,exp(2DH/T)% for
cluster configuration$s i%, whereDH is the change of en-
ergy brought about by the attempted flip. Implementing h
the kinetic Ising model with such competing dynamics ha
definite motivation. First, such dynamics impedes detai
balance so that, in particular, the system cannot be at e
8863 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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8864 56J. MARRO AND J. A. VACAS
librium in general, even if it asymptotically reaches a stea
state; cf. Ref. 33. This is important because it is likely th
both temporal criticality and constant magne
susceptibility—as described, respectively, in the two fi
paragraphs above—can only occur under nonequilibr
conditions. On the other hand, the infinite-T process, occur-
ring with probabilityp, is intended as an oversimplified rep
resentation of that sort ofimpure ~dynamic! behavior which
is an intrinsic property of all natural systems; it can mim
quantum tunnelling, for example, as argued below, but
may think of it as a more general source of randomnes
disorder in the system. Our data here are forp51023, 1026,
and 0.1TO,T,0.9TO , where TO52.2691 is the Onsage
critical temperature. That is, only small disturbances fr
the familiar thermal relaxation process are considered. E
lution is followed until the minimum~negative! value of the
magnetization,m5N21( is i , corresponding to the stabl
phase for given values ofT andh, is reached. We typically
average data overN51500 independent computer run
Varying uhu, N, and the shape of theclusterdoes not seem to
modify our qualitative conclusions below.31

After averaging for sufficiently largeN, the relaxation
exhibits two well-defined main regimes, as illustrated in F
1. First ~top of the graph!, the initial condition,m51, de-
creases rather linearly towardsmT.0. This early regime
~under small negative field! does not seem to differ esse
tially from the relaxation when a large, saturating field
suppressed in experiments. In our case, however,mT is meta-
stable and, therefore, one observes next an abrupt deca
wards the state of negative magnetization. Thislate regime
begins later the smaller eitherT or p is, the influence ofp
being more dramatic. One may prove34 that the early, meta-
stable regime lasts~until a critical cluster sets in! a time
;exp(aJ2uhu21) with a of order of unity for p50 at suffi-
ciently low temperature; this is of the same order of mag
tude in our simulations withp.0. Figure 2 shows the tem
perature dependence of the viscositiesn1(2)(h,T), defined as
the slope ofm versus lnt during the early~late! regime. As

FIG. 1. Magnetization vs lnt ~t in units of MC steps per lattice
site! for different temperature, 0.4,T,0.9 ~in units of
TO52.2691;kB , J51!, decreasing from left to right, as obtained
computer simulations of an ensemble of 1500 independent 32332
clusters.~The final part of the evolutions, where statistics are po
is not shown here.!
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in many different experiments~e.g., Refs. 22 and 23!, our
estimates for bothn1 and n2 decrease linearly withT until
they become constant forT,TQ . ~The fact thatn2 is noisier
thann1 reflects larger error bars in our linear fits to the la
regime.! Figure 2 suggests that temperature-independent
havior at lowT is an intrinsic property of time relaxation. In
fact, our data collapse into a scaling functionF, according to
m(t)5mT2nTF(t/tT), where tT is a characteristic relax
ation time @which we have defined asm(tT)50#, and one
needs to use two different sets for the parameternT corre-
sponding to early and late regimes, respectively. The cro
over temperatureTQ may be defined empirically as in Fig. 2
We have observed that it slowly decreases withp, e.g.,
TQ /TO'0.6, 0.5 forp51023, 1026, respectively, and we
have checked thatTQ50 for p50. ~No essential dependenc
on N was detected.! The observation thatTQ has a slow
dependence onp @which is not consistent with the simpl
estimateTQ.28/ln p for the early regime, obtained afte
comparingp and the Metropolis probability exp(28/T) for
h50# is an interesting fact that deserves further study.

Our observations admit a simple interpretation if theclus-
ter is assumed to represent the set of independent fine
ticles in actual experiments~averaging over computer run
then corresponds to the ensemble average in statistical p
ics!. The fact that this interpretation is justified can be ma
explicit by considering theclusterrelaxing with the effective
rate c($s i%,i )5p1(12p)(12s ig i)(12s igh), where
gh5tanh(bh), andg i5tanh(bei) with ei5( j i51

q s j i
~with the

sum overq neighbors ofi !. This shows that the neighbor
hood of any given spin is weighted byei for dynamical pur-
poses, so thatei formally plays here the role of familia
energy barriers in experiments.29 Under a mean-field
approximation,32 this case leads to]m/]t52]V(m)/]m
with the potential function as given in Fig. 3. This illustrat
the effect of parameterp measuring~in this interpretation!
the probability of QT relative to thermal flipping of the pa
ticle spin. Figure 3 also illustrates theT dependence of the
instant magnetic viscositynt[2@]m/](ln t)#t5t ~t corre-
sponds in Fig. 3 to an arbitrary time during the early regim!.
Therefore, under the present interpretation, a principal c
clusion is that mesoscopic QT should indeed be observ

,

FIG. 2. Magnetic viscosity~arbitrary units! as a function ofT
for the late~main graph! and early~inset! regimes illustrated in Fig.
1. Lines are a guide to the eye.
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56 8865DEMAGNETIZATION OF SPIN SYSTEMS AT LOW . . .
in the laboratory under proper experimental conditions.23,29

The same results may be endowed with a different, p
haps less realistic interpretation. That is, theclustermay be
viewed as an Ising magnet~instead of the set of ‘‘indepen
dent’’ particles in the previous interpretation! relaxing from
a metastable state under superposition of a thermal pro
and a random one that represents any sort of defect or d
der, e.g., diffusing impurities that would influence the syst
relaxation.33 No similarity with the above-mentioned exper
ments exists in this case, but our simulation would still ha
some implications on them. That is, it seems to be impl
under this interpretation that any disorder, including the p
sibility of microscopicQT occurring very rarely within the
particles of experimental interest~or admitting the possibility
that, eventually, not all the spins within the particle act c
herently!, would be enough to causeT independence ofn
at low T. In fact, the mean-field model givesnt(T50!
5ptm(t), i.e., one should observe thatnt(T) goes to a non-
zero value for any~even small! p.0 for appropriate values
of the observation scalet.

In order to illustrate another interesting feature of t
model forp.0, the inset in Fig. 4 shows a typical relaxatio
of an individual cluster. This graph~the same behavior is
exhibited in the averaged evolutions of Fig. 1, though l
evidently in general to the naked eye! clearly reveals dis-
creteness of time evolution which occurs in fact by jumps
the magnetization or avalanches of ‘‘all’’ sizes. More pr
cisely, close inspection suggests that such behavior oc
during the late regime only. We mention two possible int
pretations of this fact. One is that the system is notcritical
until sufficiently disordered, namely, until a fraction of ind
vidual spins or small clusters of spins have already b
inverted. The situation would be similar to the one repor
for random-field Ising models atT50, in which avalanches
occur which are assumed to indicate the existence of a c
cal condition with both disorder and driving force as tuna
parameters.35 Another possibility is that the cluster of in
verted spins is rather compact but exhibits a complex sur
whose growth is essentially modified by the random sm
perturbation. Concluding more definitely about this mat
requires more specific effort, e.g., as initiated recently in R
36.

FIG. 3. TypicalT dependence of the~instant! magnetic viscosity
in the mean-field model forh520.1, and varyingp, as indicated.
The inset shows corresponding potential functionsV(m) for
T50.75 ~in units of the associated critical temperature!.
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Let D t be the number of consecutive Monte Carlo~MC!
steps, each consisting ofN attempted flips, elapsed until
minimum variation ofm is measured~we remark thatm is
only evaluated after each MC step!; the size of an avalanch
is defined as the corresponding jump,Dm[um(t)
2m(t1D t)u. As illustrated in Fig. 4, the distribution of both
D t and Dm exhibit a power law, e.g.,S(Dm);Dm

2a ~while
there is no indication from our analysis that the data can
fitted to a stretched exponential!. We have measureda'6, 4,
3 for N.100, 1000, 3000, respectively.~Note thata50 for
the equilibrium casep50.! That is, although statistical error
prevent us from giving a definite quantitative conclusi
~collecting the amount of data needed for that purpose is
beyond our aim here!, a rapid tendency towards 1/f noise as
the clusterbecomes sufficiently large is clear.~In fact, these
preliminary data are roughly consistent with expected fin
size scaling behavior37,31.! No doubt it would be interesting
to investigate experimentally this matter in actual magne

Summing up, we have presented an oversimplified mo
of particle demagnetization that conveniently simulates v
ous interesting processes. The possibility of QT is idea
modeled by means of competing dynamics which cause
nonequilibrium condition. Both analytical and numerical r
sults suggest that macroscopic/mesoscopic QT is experim
tally observable, though perhaps some of its effects are
practice added to or obscured by QT of individual sp
and/or other possible sorts of microscopic impure behav
Anyhow, such dynamic disorder produces avalanches in
model during the time relaxation that appear to agree w
expectations from self-organized criticality arguments~see,
however, Ref. 35!. We hope the behavior of this simpl
model motivates further experimental studies of demagn
zation in appropriate substances.

We acknowledge useful discussions with J. J. Alonso,
Cirillo, J. F. Ferna´ndez, P. L. Garrido, G. Grinstein, and J.
Lebowitz, and financial support by the DGICYT und
Project No. PB91-0709, and by the Junta de Andalucı´a.

FIG. 4. Log-log plot of the distribution of avalanche sizes
simulations of an ensemble of circular clusters of radius 30,
p51026 and T50.11TO ; the solid line has slope23. The inset
illustratesm(t), for the same circular cluster withp51023 and
T50.6TO , in a typical individual history, in which the magnetiza
tion steps are evident to the naked eye.~Note that the graphs in Fig
1 correspond to an average of many,N, individual histories.!
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